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President’s Message
By Ray Agostino
Well another
summer has come
and gone way too
fast. I hope that
everyone had a
safe and relaxing
break and enjoyed
your time away.
Coming back in
September is always an exciting time, as I feel recharged
and ready to take on all the new challenges that lie ahead. Then before you blink,
September is gone and we are in October
trying to figure out where the last month
has gone. Phys-ed specialists are a special
group of people who dedicate countless hours to their programs and various
other groups around the school. Students

of your school are truly lucky to have
teachers like you in their building to make
things happen.
Over the summer, and into September,
MPETA has also been very busy trying
to create more ways to help teachers of
Manitoba. The Board will be working on
three key areas this upcoming year. The
Mentorship Program will be released in
the fall and will offer a variety of supports in various speciality areas and curricular specialists to help support any new
or experienced phys-ed teacher in need
of some ideas. Their contact information
will be available for you on the MPETA
website. MPETA will also be focusing
on promoting healthy schools initiatives
and dedicating additional resources to this
area. It may also include and new brand-

ing of the organization to include Health
into the title as PHE Canada did. Lastly,
we are working on a promotional video
to promote our organization so teachers
will know the various benefits of being
a member and how you can get involved.
As MPETA looks to make changes to
our programs, I encourage all individuals
to do the same with your own programs
this upcoming year. It is far too easy to
do the same thing over and over because
of how busy we are. Start small and make
one change at a time or just tweak the
things you are already doing. I know I
sometimes get bored with my own classes
so I can imagine what my students are
thinking! I hope you have a great year and
take care of yourself.

Editor’s Note

Do you or someone you know have a teaching idea, strategy, assessment tool, or game to share with the PE/
HE teaching community in Manitoba? We would love to hear from the amazing individuals teaching in our own
backyard! Check out the topics listed below and consider sharing your knowledge, expertise and experiences with
the PE/HE community.

Topics to consider: technology, outdoor education, TGfU, assessment, inclusive PE, Google Apps For

Education (GAFE), nutrition, mental health, mindfulness, fitness, effective classroom management, creating
rubrics, UDL, apps for PE/HE, other ideas?

Deadline for submissions: November 30, 2015
Send submissions to: mpeta@sportmanitoba.ca

Health Promoting Schools Committee
The Manitoba Physical Education
Teachers’ Association is furthering its
support of Health Education with the
creation of a new Health Promoting
Schools Committee. The committee was
formed by a vote of the Board at last
May’s AGM. The goal of the committee
is to assist specialist and generalist teachers to teach the health component of our
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curriculum through information on our
MPETA website and networking opportunities. As we are in our formative stage,
we are looking at needs throughout our
school divisions and ways to best serve
our membership. We are looking to work
with schools that have a recipient of the
recently created WOW award; which recognizes students who demonstrate leader-

ship in their schools in various aspects of
healthy, active lifestyles. The committee
chairs are Carol Peters and Jacki Nylen.
Committee members are Walter Fehr, Nathan Hall, Stephanie Karpan and Patricia
Tomczyk. If you are interested in joining
this new committee or have ideas for projects, please contact the MPETA office.
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HPEC 2015 National Conference
By Ralph Clark, Manitoba Representative to PHE Canada Board of Directors
Have you ever heard or used the term
“girl’s push-ups”. Does this mean that
this type of push-up is solely for the female gender, a modified push-up, or one
where individuals would off-load a portion of their body weight by using their
knees as the pivot point as opposed to
their toes?
This is one example of how a message
can be viewed or interpreted in a different
way than the actual intent. In fact in some
cases, it may be demeaning to a certain
group of people. As professionals, we
should be careful and purposeful in our
messaging. This was reinforced during a
presentation I recently witnessed which
made me reflect on how I associated the
word “exercise” to the students in my
physical education classes.
From April 30 to May 2, I was fortunate
enough to attend the PHE Canada –
HPEC National Conference in Banff,
Alberta. During that time I attended many
informative sessions, some fantastic social
and networking opportunities, amazing
scenery, and a thought provoking keynote
address by Dr. Yoni Freedhoff.
Prior to the conference in Banff I had
never heard of Yoni and his work. As
he was introduced I discovered that Dr.
Freedhoff was an outspoken obesity expert and the bestselling author of “The
Diet Fix: Why Diets Fail and How to
Make Yours Work.”
During the keynote address “Rebranding Exercise: Why Exercise is the World’s
Best Drug, Just Not a Weight Loss Drug”,
Yoni explained why exercise should be rebranded. He indicated that exercise is often presented as something to help with
obesity. However, Dr. Freedhoff empha-

sized that there is no evidence that physical exercise can reduce weight or decrease
body fat percentage. Yet exercise regularly
coincides with a way an individual can
lose weight.
During his presentation, Dr. Freedhoff
shared a number of article headings with
the message of the positive relationship
between exercise and weight loss. “Exercise could Prevent Childhood Obesity”
and “Pupils back Child Obesity Trend with
Exercise” were just a couple of samples
that he presented. From this, one would
interpret the importance of exercise to
preventing obesity. However, a number
of studies show the exact opposite. For
example, one Canadian study found that
“School based physical activity interventions did not improve BMI although they
had other beneficial health effects.” CMAJ
2009; 180(7): 719-26. So how are we using
the word “exercise” in our role as a physical / health education teacher?
The message out there is that a person must exercise a great deal to manage weight. When in fact the message we
should share with our students are all the
health-related benefits of physical exercise. In addition, exercise combined with
healthy eating will have a positive effect
on decreasing weight.
Later Yoni tied exercise with fast
food chains and the effective advertising
strategies they use to sell their product.
Whether it was by sponsoring sporting
activities or teams, you don’t have to look
very far before you witness a team jersey,
banner, or event marketing their product.
Although they do provide a great deal
of financial support, the dilemma still
remains, whether to choose their mon-

etary contributions or seek other funding
sources while continuing to promote a
healthy lifestyle.
I left the Eric Harvey Theatre later
that morning questioning how I had
used the word exercise in my past classes.
Throughout my teaching career I have
made a number of changes in my approach and delivery of teaching physical
education. Many were a result of staying
current with research related to this field.
I know moving forward, I will continue to
stay abreast of the best practices related
to health and physical education.
If you are interested in viewing Yoni’s keynote address “Rebranding Exercise: Why Exercise is the World’s
Best Drug, Just Not a Weight Loss
Drug”, you can watch it by going to
the following link. www.youtube.com/
watch?v=x7FK8noIc5I Keep in mind
that this article only contains a portion of
Dr. Freedhoff ’s presentation.

More articles
from the PHE Canada –
HPEC National Conference
in Banff, Alberta
on pages 6 to 16
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A Parent Walks into a PE Teacher Conference
By Dr. Amanda Stanec
Reprinted with persmission from movelivelearn.com
Last week, a reader on my Facebook
page who is not an educator asked for examples of questions to ask a PE teacher
on parents’ night. I was pumped. It’s so
important for parents to be health advocates for their child — at home and at
school. Picking and choosing some of the
following questions might help you learn
more about your child’s physical education
experience. Yet, the list is far from exhaustive. I could write a separate post related
to active transportation and appropriate
levels of screen time, for example.
Without further adieu, here are some
helpful questions for parents to ask. Beneath each question are additional comments that I felt necessary to include. Feel
free to share them on your personal PE
blogs if you teach PE and/or with parents
far and wide.
• What physical skills and skill combinations are being taught and how
can I reinforce them at home?
The response will depend on age and
development level. It’s important that
children are taught the fundamental
movements and that they begin to
combine the movements in Grades
2-4. During the later elementary years,
students should be applying these skill
combinations in more complex ways.
As much as possible, these skills are
taught through authentic (real life settings) practice to increase fun and opportunity to gain skills.
• How do you assess students, and
how often do you assess them?
Ideally, you will hear words such as
formative daily assessment. Formative assessment is ongoing assessment.
It’s used by teachers to give students
skill-specific feedback on maintaining
or improving skills. Students should al-
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ways know they are being assessed and
should know what the teacher is looking for them to demonstrate.
• Are you assessing all learning
domains: physical, cognitive, and
affective?
Physical education is a class where the
whole child is considered and nurtured.
This includes not only what they can
demonstrate in the physical domain,
but also if they know how to transfer
the skills and knowledge to their life
outside of school. Additionally, skills
such as effective collaboration, communication, and risk-taking are taught
and assessed in a solid PE program.
• Do you teach sports as their own
entity or small-sided modified versions of sport?
It is a very traditional mindset to teach
adult version of sport in a PE program. It simply doesn’t belong. Too
few students have the opportunity to
develop skills when this is the case.
Instead, students should experience
small-side, modified versions of sport.
This version could be presented within
an instructional model such as Teaching Games for Understanding (TGfU).
• What is your balance of activities
that you use to teach skills and understanding between dance, games,
gymnastics, and other pursuits?
Individual curriculum will determine
mandates around categories of activities, however traditional programs have
far too heavy an emphasis on games
than the other categories. It is important
that students gain skills in a variety of
activities to increase their skills as well as
increase the likeliness that each student
finds an activity that she/he loves.

• Is my child positive and effective
in collaborating with others? What
successes or areas for improvement
do you suggest I talk to her/him
about related to teamwork?
Collaborating and teamwork are important life skills. Physical activity
environments present a unique way
to teach these skills. Ask the teacher
about these skills as a way to practice
or model them within a family unit.
• Will students be exposed to skill development on a variety of surfaces
(land, snow, ice and water) to best
support their physical literacy development? If not, how might the
PTO or community support your
program so that students gain diverse experiences and are afforded
opportunity to get out of the gymnasium?
Physical education isn’t called gym
class, or shouldn’t be, anymore, for
many reasons. A gymnasium is one
space in which PE is taught. But, if
only taught in this one space, think
about how many skills aren’t taught.
Skating, surfing, swimming, snowshoeing, orienteering, geocaching, hiking,
biking…the list goes on. If you want
to increase skill offerings in your child’s
school, see how you might be able to
rally up some other parents who can
make it happen. I have observed first
hand the power of an inspired group
of parents at the school level.
• If my child is excelling or struggling,
how are you differentiating your
teaching to meet his/her needs?
We all learn differently and we all bring
strengths and weakness to experiences.
It’s important to understand how your
child’s needs are being met. Ideally,
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you can share some tips that
work for you and gain some
insight on what is working
well for the teacher. Either
way, the child wins.
• Do you work classroom
teachers to weave classroom content into PE lessons? If so, how so?
I find that teaching PE
lessons with classroom
content makes classes more
relevant to students, and
they feel I have superpowers
because I know what they are
up to when they aren’t on my
watch. It’s fun to plan in an
interdisciplinary way, and it’s
fun to teach in this way. A PE
teacher shouldn’t do this in
lieu of the PE content, she/
he should teach this way in an
effort to make learning more
meaningful for students.
• How are students required
to demonstrate that they
understand why this content is important? How do
they put it into action?
It’s one thing to teach students a skill, it’s another “better” thing to teach them how
to use it in multiple ways and
why to use it in multiple ways
when they are not in PE
class. Empowering students
to put understanding into action will only make the world
a better place.
I encourage you to make time
to visit your child’s PE teacher
and to support their physical literacy journey.

MPETA Intramural Funding Grant
By Jacki Nylen
Tanner’s Crossing School is a K-8
school located in Minnedosa. We include
many and varied fitness activities and
games in our classes, special events and
intramurals throughout the year. After
participating in a Drum Fit session two
years ago, I knew that this had to become
part of our fitness repertoire. The biggest drawback was having enough balls
for a class of students. After buying fitness balls from our general budget for
two years, we were able to supplement
our inventory through the MPETA IM
Grant. We purchased six 30’ balls and 12
replacement valves from SportFactor. As
this is a work in progress, we borrowed
old drumsticks from our band program
and used small hoops to contain the roll

of the balls. Next steps include purchasing proper holders, a high speed inflator
and drumsticks.
Our students love using the drumming equipment and are amazed at the
intensity of the workout they can achieve
while doing something that is so much
fun! This activity addresses fitness, rhythmic body movements and creativity. Even
the most reluctant movers find that using
the drumsticks makes it so much easier to
perform than dance. We use the balls as
a section of fitness units and also offer
a drumming session during intramurals at
the times of the year when the balls are
inflated. Our staff has participated in a
drumming session and there are plans for
a staff session during drumming units.
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PHE Canada National Conference
April 30 – May 2, Banff, Alberta
By Diana Juchnowski
I attended two sessions on the importance of physical activity and fitness for
cognitive development. Both of these
sessions were inspired by Dr. John Ratey’s
book, SPARK. There is a BUZZ about
exercise and the brain and it is not only in
our phys. ed. and health community.
Dr. Ratey was a presenter at the first
session, which was an informational
session about BOKS- Build our Kids
Success. BOKS is a morning exercise
program, which was developed by an
American mom who wanted to increase
the opportunity for morning fitness activity at her child’s school. It has evolved

since 2009 to a program that is available
in over 1200 schools in 6 countries. This
program became available to Canadian
schools in September 2014 and is being
supported by Reebok Canada, the Public Health Agency of Canada and the
Canadian Football League. Their goal is
to enlist 450 schools in Canada over the
next few years. The program takes place
before school and has planned activities
that can be taught by phys. ed. teachers,
other teachers at the school or by parent volunteers. Each school that enrolls
also receives equipment and t-shirts for
all participants. To enroll or to get more
information, go to bokskids.org.
The second session was on the importance of physical activity on engagement

in students. The presenters were Kathy
Isaac and Dr. Catherine Casey from the
University of Manitoba. The study was
also inspired by Dr. John Ratey’s book.
Ms. Isaac’s Master’s thesis is on the effects
of a morning exercise program on student engagement. The results were significant. Student engagement improves after
a morning cardio exercise. The Pembina
Trails School Division Active Start committee has been promoting morning exercise programs. Many schools are offering
cardio opportunities before academics
to promote improved engagement and
learning. More information can be found
at activestartpembinatrails.weebly.com

By Florencio Castillo, Physical Education Teacher, Berens River School, Frontier School Division
I attended the National Conference for Physical Education
Teachers in Banff, Alberta from April 30, 2015 to May 2, 2015. It
was a great experience for me because I have learned new things
and was updated to new ideas and other activities as well. One of
the sessions that I attended was “The Cooperative Activities That
Involved Character Education Traits” which focuses on character building. The session was great wherein the social aspects of
our students will be reinforced through different games that will
develop their social skills and positive ideas which they can use or
apply to their daily life.
A series of team building activities was presented which teaches our students to become supportive and be respectful not only
to their classmates and team mates but also to the entire school
community as well. In addition, positive attitudes will contribute
to the success of all students while engaging in different variety
of games/activities.
Hereunder is one example of activity that was presented to us.
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DUCKS – BASKETBALL CIRCUIT
PURPOSE
This team building game was made to build students character
by making them work together to figure out the various scenarios/words laid out for them.

EQUIPMENT
• Basketballs
• Rubber ducks with character education words on them
• Ducks worksheet provided on page 12

ACTIVITY/RULES
Students will be in a team for example a group of 10 (If there
are more students you can split a 20 student class into two teams
of 10.) The instructor would number students off 1-10 to make
a sequence in which the students will follow. There will be a stack
of about 10 rubber ducks and under each duck would be
a character building word such as (Cooperation,
Pride, etc.). The objective of the game is to
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DUCKS KEY
• Achievement: is a thing done successfully, typically by effort, courage,
or skill
• Caring: is to feel and show concern
for others
• Character: is a strength and originality in a persons nature
• Commitment: is keeping a pledge or
promise
• Confidence: is the feeling or belief
that one can rely on someone or
something – firm trust
• Courage: is doing the right thing in
the face of opposition

• Dedication: is committed to a task or
purpose
• Determination: is firmness of purpose
• Devotion: is love, loyalty, or enthusiasm for a person, activity, or cause
• Drive: is to strive vigorously toward
a goal or objective
• Friendship: is to make a keep a friend
through mutual trust
• Integrity: is to act according to what
is right or wrong
• Leadership: is the action of leading a
group of people or an organization
• Motivation: is the reason or reasons
one has for acting and behaving in a
particular way

• Optimism: is having the most favorable outlook
• Passion: is a powerful state of emotion such as love or joy
• Perseverance: is to keep going in
spite of difficult obstacles
• Persistence: is the firm or obstinate
continuance in a course of action in
spite of difficulty or opposition
• Sacrifice: is giving up something of
value
• Sportsmanship: is the good attitude
displayed by players of a game; to
win or lose gracefully

DUCKS WORKSHEET
YES/NO

SKILL

BASKETS MADE

The power to wait calmly without complaining
Working together for a common purpose
Benefiting yourself and others by ceasing to feel resentment toward others
Proactive; thinking and taking action on your own
Respecting the individual differences, views, skills, and beliefs of other people
A feeling of thankful appreciation for things you have been given
Clever, creative, imaginative, and inventive
Equal treatment of behavior and viewpoints of others
Working hard without giving up
Polite behavior.

Total definitions correct
fill out your definition worksheet, which
would be provided to each team. On the
worksheet there would be a definition
and a blank space at the end in which the
students will work as a team to figure out
which definition fits the word they picked
the most accurately. The ducks would be
set out a fair distance away from the team.
So breaking it down:

Total baskets made
1. Student 1 will dribble down with their
basketball and grab 1 duck and dribble
back to the rest of the team
2. The team then works together to figure out where the word fits best on the
worksheet
3. They then write the word in the space
provided
4. After filling the word, 1 by 1, starting
with student 1 they will dribble down
to the basket and shoot a layup and
dribble back as student 2-10 then goes.

Total score
5. After they all shoot they would fill in
how many layups out of 10 the team
made.
6. After that student 2 will go get a duck
and the sequence starts all over from
step 1.
7. At the end students will be given a key
to check their answers and they would
record the total number of layups made.
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Lifelong Active Individuals
By Tim Brock
I was given the wonderful opportunity from the Border Land School Division and W.C. Miller Collegiate to attend
the 2015 National Conference- a Physical Literacy Uprising this spring in Banff,
Alberta. A three day event where you are
surrounded by individuals that value the
importance of activity and play, and encourage peers to grow as educators by
sharing values and experiences. While all
of the sessions were very enlightening,
one session really stuck with me based
upon my job title of being a High School
PE teacher. The session was called Developing Physical Literacy in Secondary
Physical Education, and it discussed the
idea of shaping our students into lifelong
active individuals. The fitness components of Physical Literacy in which he
thought really needed to be taught at the
secondary level included basic anatomy
and physiology, physiological responses to physical activity, components of
health-related fitness, training principles,
and factors that influence physical activity choices. The gentleman that ran the
session stressed physical literacy, but implied at this point in their education they

should already be equip with those movement skills. So instructing them on the
same skills from Grade 9-12 is a waste
of our knowledge as educators. He said,
“How many of you remember learning
the basic principles of a forearm pass in
Grade 9, 10, 11 and 12?” He brought up
a good point, we go through the same
units every year, it’s no wonder we lose
those fringe students when it comes to
sparking their interest in active pursuits.
His model looked at the idea of putting
the onus on them to prepare a personal
fitness program, one in which they could
personally be proud of. Fitness education is an important component of the
physical education program, focusing
on helping students acquire knowledge,
health related physical fitness, as well as
the habits of physical activity and other
healthy lifestyles that lead to good healthrelated physical fitness, health and wellness. His personal program was a cyclical
pattern that always comes back to selfassessment, Step #2 looked at making
SMART goals based upon the individual’s
needs (product vs. process goals). Step
#3 allowed the students to choose activi-

ties that allowed them to specifically accomplish the goals they created for themselves. This would work for the individual
as they would fit their activities to match
their attitude, personal physical skills and
the environment in which they’re surrounded in. Step 4 had them develop a
plan using the FITT principle and making
sure they incorporated the 10 fitness principles in their training. Step 5 was them
monitoring their behavior, which could
be accomplished in a number of ways,
whether it be in a notebook, using any
type of fitness app, on a personal blog,
etc. Step 6 was always coming back to reassessing themselves and what they were
accomplishing. This seminar really stuck
with me, because as an educator I struggle with sending a number of graduates
out into the “real-world” after graduation
that has no aspirations or ideas of how to
value becoming lifelong active individuals.
I want to show them the relevance in this
important lifestyle choice, and bring their
passion to the level that we as educators
portray. The Instructional Framework
for Fitness education can be found at the
website fitnessforlife.org.
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By Rupal Malik
During the 2015 National Conference
at Banff- A physical Literacy Uprising, I
had the opportunity to attend an excellent
session called Mindfulness: Ancient wisdom as a new approach to healthy living.
The presenter Dr. Chunlei Lu, described
mindfulness as a state of active, open
attention on the present. When you're
mindful, you observe your thoughts and
feelings from a distance, without judging
them good or bad. Instead of letting your
life pass you by, mindfulness means living
in the moment and awakening to experience.
Below was the outline from our session. There is some valuable information
that you may wish to use.

How to Integrate Mindfulness?
There are many school-based mindfulness programs such as
• http://www.mindfulnessinstitute.ca/
MindfulnessApplications/Education.
aspx
• http://mindfulnessinschools.org/ (in
UK + 11 countries)
1. Teach/learn mindful movement disciplines (e.g., breathing exercise, taijiquan, qigong, yoga)
2. “Mindfulize” life activities
a. sincerely do every single thing;
b. be aware of what we are doing and
not rush through; and
c. pay attention to breathing in activities.
d. avoid mechanic movement (especially in fitness) and try to transform

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

activities into more flow and natural
movement.
e. have mirror-thought—to appreciate
whatever they are presently experiencing (e.g., errors in learning, noise
around, or joy without much analysis or judgment)
Avoid multi-tasking
Value subjective experiences (e.g., success, failure, joy, sadness)
Accept self and others (e.g., body image, non-bullying, diversity).
Appreciate the process (here & now vs.
past or future).
Appreciate the surroundings (e.g.,
classroom, gym, field).
Integrate mindfulness into daily life
(e.g., home, school, community)

Table 1. Sample list of mindfulness practice for healthy living
Reprinted with permission from Dr. Chunlei Lu (Department of Teacher Education, Brock University)
1 (rarely)
1

I notice the sensation of my body moving or sweat when
I am jogging.

2

I am aware of my feelings and emotions without much
reaction to them.

3

I pay attention to what I am doing, not much go, go, go or
running on automatic.

4

I do not rush through activities.

5

I am not easily distracted.

6

I am aware of surroundings (e.g., gym layout, plants &
trees in play fields, clouds in sky, wind).

7

I acknowledge my sadness, pain, or joy without much
judgment.

8

I think it is ok to make mistakes in learning.

9

I can experience here and now

10

I can accept myself, others, and surroundings.

10

2 (sometimes)

3 (fairly
often)

4 (almost
always)
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Michael Knox, M.S, H.B.O.I.E.R.C Middle Years Physical Educator, Frontier School Division
Through financial assistance from
MPETA and the Frontier School Division, I was able to attend the 2015 PHE
Canada National Conference in Banff,
AB from April 30-May 2. The national
conference was an outstanding event
featuring exceptional workshops, plenty
of opportunities to network with other
teachers, and of course, being surrounded by the beauty of the Canadian Rockies.
One of the new activities I learned
about is called Kings vs. Queens, which
was presented by Heather Rootsaert. This
is an invasion game that can be used at the
middle and senior grade levels. The object
of the game is to score in the opponent’s
endzone by having the ball hit the floor
then bounce off the wall. Here’s how to
play (see figure to the right):

Equipment
You’ll need one gator ball, two sets of
pinnies and cones.

Set-up
Divide the participants into two teams,
kings and queens, with anywhere from
12-20 on each team. Then divide each
team in half, one group as goalies and the
other as field players. Each team will begin the game in their half of the court.
Additionally, each half will have an endzone marked by cones approximately 5-6

feet away from the wall. The goalies will
begin the game in the endzone and must
stay there, field players are not allowed to
enter the endzone.

Offense
The game is started at centre with a
jump ball or rock, paper, scissors. When a
team is in possession of the ball, they are
to pass it between teammates to advance
up the court. Players can take three steps
before they have to pass or shoot and can
only hold the ball for three seconds.

Defence
Defenders can intercept the ball or
knock it out of the air, but they can’t
make contact with anyone from the opposing team. They must stay one arm’s
length away from someone with the ball.
If the ball hits the ground, it is live and

can be picked up by the members of either team.

Scoring
A goal is scored when the ball is thrown
off the ground and it hits the wall. The
ball has to bounce off the floor in the
endzone in order for the goal to count.
Goalies in the endzone can use any part
of their body to prevent the ball from hitting the floor and/or wall.
As soon as a goal is scored, members
of the scoring team have to run back to
their end and switch positions with their
goalies. The team who was scored on
does not have to change positions and
can begin to advance the ball up the court
while the switch is being made. There is
only a change in positions when a point
is scored!
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La Révolution du savoir-faire physique

Conférence Nationale – Éducation Physique et Santé (Banff, AB)
Écrit par Jocelyn Legault-Clark, École La Source
Du 30 avril au 2 mai 2015, j’ai eu
le privilège d’assister à la conférence
nationale d’ÉPS à Banff. En plus des
sessions informatives et motivantes, j’ai
aussi eu l’occasion de visiter ce beau
village
t demi de sessions offertes par des gens passionnés, je peux
honnêtement dire que je suis retournée
à mon école avec la conviction de continuer à offrir un programme d’éducation
physique de qualité pour mes élèves afin
de les éduquer au sujet de l’importance de
l’activité physique pour la vie.
Parmi les nombreuses sessions fantastiques auxquelles j’ai assistées, celle
que j’ai vraiment trouvée pratique et potentiellement réalisable à mon école était
Spikeball.

Présentation : Spikeball
Présentateurs : Monica Moran
Pas de filet? Pas de problème! Une combinaison de 4 coins & volleyball, Spikeball
est un jeu de 2 contre 2 « filet/mur »

Niveau :
Présecondaires & Secondaires

Équipement : (voir photo)
1 cadre
1 filet
1 balle de Spikeball		
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Règlements :
1. Service : Équipe A commence en frappant la balle au filet vers l’équipe B.
Équipe B a un maximum de 3 frappes
entre les 2 joueurs avant de retourner
la balle au filet. Ce n’est pas nécessaire
d’utiliser 3 frappes pour retourner la
balle au filet. Ceci continue (aller/retour) entre les deux équipes jusqu’à ce
qu’une équipe ne peut pas retourner la
balle au filet avec 3 frappes.
A. Les équipes peuvent seulement
marquer un point au service.
B. Une fois le jeu commencé, les coéquipiers doivent alterner entre les
services (après chaque changement
de service d’équipe).
C. Du moment que le service est fait, il
n’y a aucun côté et les co-équipiers
peuvent courir n’importe où en tout
temps.
2. Étiquette : La méthode de « mettre la
balle en jeu » au service est utilisée en
tout temps. Cela veut dire que chaque

service devrait être assez facile pour
l’équipe opposée à le retourner, afin
d’encourager des rallyes compétitifs.
A. Les équipes doivent toujours faire
l’effort de ne pas nuire au jeu de
leurs adversaires lorsqu’ils essayent
de frapper ou jouer la balle. Si ce
n’est pas le cas, c’est un re-service.
B. Si le service frappe le cadre (et non
le filet), cela ne compte pas et le service va à l’autre équipe.
C. Les joueurs peuvent utiliser
n’importe quelle partie de leur corps
pour frapper la balle ou pour la retourner (en supposant que chaque
joueur touche la balle seulement
une fois).
** Ce jeu peut se jouer à l’intérieur (gymnase, sous-sol, salle de classe, etc.) ou
à l’extérieur (terrain de jeu, plage, piscine, etc.)
3. Pointage : Première équipe à 21 points

Coût :
70$ (dollars américains)
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PHE Canada 2015 National Conference: A Physical Literacy Uprising
By Christa Conrad
Hashtag’s, @’s and retweets have become very popular in today’s language
with social media. Blue Jay Bridge (@
MrBridge204) from Henry G Izatt School
in Winnipeg, Manitoba shared an informative session on how he has used social
media to connect, share, exchange information and ideas with students, parents,
an colleagues from around the world in
many different virtual communities and
networks. You can use social media to do
something as simple as share pictures or
videos of amazing things that are happening in your classroom to going on google
hangout to have a video chat with people
around the world who share a common
interest. In this case, the interest is physical education.
Here is a wide range of social media
outlets waiting for you to use:
• Google + - share information with
people in a google + circle and google
hangouts where you can have a live video chat with up to 10 people at a time.
• Facebook – place to stay in contact
with family and friends.
• Pinterest – place to swap lesson plans
and see a wide variety of images. You can
also create a collaborative board to share.

• Linkedin – business oriented social
networking site used for professional
networking.
• Vine – video recording device where you
can upload a 6 second video to communicate successes in the classroom.
• Instagram – very popular with students!! It is an online photo and video sharing network service that gives
many options to edit photos.
• Meerkat and Periscope – live streaming account where videos can stay uploaded for a day online.
• Twitter – can post 140 character updates that can connect you with other
parts of a global community. This is a
great place for students to go to connect with content experts and help
teachers stay motivated by getting new
ideas. Go to the following hashtags
for great resources: #pegeeks, #mbechat, #cdnedchat, #edchat, #pechat,
#21stedchat
The days have ended to keep great lessons to yourself. People around the world
are sharing their ideas and successes. We
can learn from others and by sharing information, you can help create your own
personal digital footprint. Blue Jay Bridge
and Dr. David Chorney from University

of Alberta in Edmonton just recently
started a website called www.PhysEdSource.com. Physed Source is an online
dynamic directory that aims to provide
useful links and other helpful resources
for Physical Education Professionals.
Another great session I went to was
called the Groove Edgeucation. Michelle
Hillier and Amy Tepperman from Toronto,
Ontario take a different approach to teaching dance. No complicated choreography
to follow and you can’t get it wrong. The
framework they created uses dance and
movement as a tool for learning physical,
mental, social and emotional health. The
Groove is an innovative approach to movement/dance where kids are active, playful,
imaginative and interactive using physical
activity. Simple moves, wicked music from
around the world and positive health messaging to support the body, brain and being.
It includes physical exercise, fundamental
movement skills and coordination, creative
exploration, imagination and play, building
self-confidence, and healthy peer relations
and interactions. Go to www.thegrooveEDGEucation.com or @grooveedge for
more information. They have sets of lesson plans for you to purchase as well.

By Pam May, Pine Creek School Division
The PHE Canada Conference was held
in beautiful Banff, AB this year from April
30th - May 2nd. There were delegates
there from all over Canada as well as the
United States. On Friday morning the keynote speaker Yoni Freedhof encouraged
us to “rebrand exercise.” His message was
to help people see the benefits of exercise
that do not include weight control.
There were an incredible amount of
sessions to choose from. Most sessions
that I attended were not active but one
that I did was on the game Spikeball.
Spikeball is a 2 vs. 2 net game. It is similar to beach volleyball in rules but the ball
must be hit against a small “trampoline”

to bounce off of rather that over the net.
Teams are allowed three hits before returning it to the other team. Players may
not touch the ball twice in a row. The ball
is much smaller than a regular volleyball.
The instructor of the course, Monica
Moran, (@monz_4) went through different progressions she used to teach the
game as well as adaptations she made for
students. She starts students off using a
hulla hoop rather than the rebounder to
get a feel for the ball. She also recommended trying to use the rebounder for
throwing and catching with younger students to get more use out of buying this
product. She uses Spikeball as part of her

net/ wall unit and stresses the 4 R’s of
net/wall games (read, respond, react, recover) with her students.
A Spikeball curriculum can be found
online by Googling Spikeball Curriculum. The curriculum includes 10 lessons
with warm-ups, progressions and rubrics.
Spikeball sets can be purchased from Gopher for $69.00. That includes 1 net and
3 balls. I have 2 sets at my school and we
have just started playing at break times
and the students are loving it.
The conference was a great experience
that I would recommend to all phys. ed.
teachers. The next PHE conference is in
St. John’s in May 2017!!
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Getting EDGEucated with The Groove
By Kathy Isaac
Have you ever struggled with ways
to involve all of your students in movement and dance in a way that minimizes
self-consciousness and maximizes the
joy in moving to a beat? If you have,
then The Groove is what you have been
looking for. Two “Co-visionaries”, Michelle Hillier and Amy Tapperman, were
the inspiring presenters in Banff. They
demonstrated ways to use movement
and dance “as a tool for learning and
to support physical, mental, social and
emotional health”. They use “an inclusive and inquiry based approach to kinesthetically develop, explore and support
skills across different curriculum areas”.
How? They first emphasized to the
group that they must internalize the
belief that “they couldn’t get it wrong”.
Then each participant shared that belief
with someone is else in the group. The
presenters got every up just walking to
a beat using varying pathways in the
room. (This was the Body segment). A
simple hand movement was added (ie.
finger snap, clap, air punch) and then everyone was encouraged to explore different levels, rhythmns and sequences.
(This was the Brain activation). Finally,
High five’s, elbow reels and greetings
were encouraged when meeting another participant. (This added an element
of communication and joint movement
which support Being – a state of inclusiveness which supports mental and
social skills). Each genre of music (Hip
Hop, rock, country and western, classi-
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cal, robotics) was explored in a similar
way starting with simple movement,
creating your own rhythmns and then
communicating with others to “infuse
movement, creativity and community
into the classroom”.
They included Hip Hop battle style
as teams encouraging each team to
change poses or movements on their
groups’ turn. Other curricular outcomes were included with activities
having students using people to represent fractions while maintaining Hip
Hop poses or by having the correct
number of body parts touching the
ground. Tai Chi type moves were used
to draw 3 dimensional shapes in the
air and rotate them to different spaces, then join them to another person’s
shape. The session ended with assuming a relaxed pose on the floor and concentrating on breathing and relaxation.
Resources are available which include a Kindergarten package, a grade
1 to 8 package, a high school and a numeracy package and include assessment
suggestions. The instruction cards are
for different music genres. They are
easily utilized with cues for Body, Brain
and Being suggestions. Students could
then create their own movement sequences or teachers could mix and
change to suit their own particular style
and comfort level. Song suggestions are
included with each package. All songs
are readily available through ITunes.
This was a wonderful, energizing session for those who are comfortable with
dance as well as those of us who are
somewhat self-conscious. The presenters were never front and centre. In fact,
they encouraged us not to look at them,
just concentrate on our own movements.
We were never in a line or moving in the
same direction or same ways. This encouraged creativity and social interaction.
Check them out at PD opportunities
or on their website at www.thegrooveedgeucation.com. You and your students will be glad you did.

Physical Literacy
– A life-long journey
By Sue Tribula

“Physical Literacy is the vaccination to
a healthy lifestyle” (Dr. Dean Kreillars)
I had the opportunity to attend the
IPLC 2015 Workshop in Vancouver,
BC to deepen my understanding of the
Physical Literacy Movement. Initially, I
heard about Physical Literacy, at a couple
of local conferences through Manitoba
in Motion, listening to Dr. Dean Kreillars
deliver his passion for the PL Movement.
He had me intrigued! He left me with the
need for more knowledge on this topic as
to what we, as physical educators, can do
to facilitate and promote Physical Literacy
in our daily Physical Education Programs.
What I learned most importantly is that
what we teach is just “a piece of the PL
puzzle”. The Physical Literacy Movement
requires a variety of sectors (i.e. government, research, recreation, health, fitness, sport, education, child care, etc.) to
come together, build an understanding of
the PL Movement and then take it back
to their Special Area Groups to “spread
the word” and its importance in our daily
lives. With that being said, that is exactly
what happened! IPLC 2015 brought 14
countries together, over 400 people, from
a variety of sectors, to embrace and discuss the topic of Physical Literacy, sharing their stories and more importantly
their journey on how we build the capacity of Physical Literacy worldwide.
Physical Literacy is not here to replace
Physical Education. In fact, it is meant to
bring more purpose, regardless of age or
physical ability, to help deepen EVERY
child’s experience in Physical Education.
This movement is to give all children the
competence to lead an active lifestyle over
their life span and not just the athletic students. We, as educators, are a key stepping
stone for a student’s lifelong journey of
Physical Literacy. As Margaret Whitehead
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stated, “the concept of physical literacy
is not to gain entry into the curriculum
through the back door. It is supposed to
stand on its’ own. It is not a means to an
end but an end in itself.” In other words,
physical literacy is a lifelong journey expanding far beyond grade school.
The definition of literacy is “to have
the confidence or knowledge in a specified area”. Physical Literacy is “to have
the motivation, confidence, competence,
knowledge and understanding to be physically active over one’s lifespan”. Margaret
Whitehead states that “literacy picks up
the concept of “meaningful interplay”
whereas “physical literacy involves learning to achieve goals and utilize skills in
your environment known as productive
interaction”. Physical Literacy “opens the
doors to becoming richer with ourselves
in society”. PL allows us to become “more
interactive with the environment and is
meant to encourage people of all ages to
take responsibility for their life and enhance their well-being to live a more full
life.” (Physical Literacy: Throughout the
Lifecourse by Margaret Whitehead).
When we think of physical activity,
we often associate it with being active in
some type of sport or fitness program.
However, the whole idea of physical literacy moves beyond the spectrum of sport
and fitness. Physical literacy is necessary,
not only in sport, but in the performing
arts, trades industry and in our everyday
tasks of life. In the trades industry, for
example, a drywaller and taper needs to
maneuver themselves around on stilts on
a daily basis to perform their job. Carpenters, electricians, and plumbers need

to twist and turn their body into a variety
of confined and awkward spaces to install
their products. In addition, people, need
to be physically literate to adjust their
speed, cadence and base of support when
walking on ice. The ability to “adjust” in
a variety of conditions, such as ice, slippery surfaces, uneven surfaces, mud, inclines are examples physical literacy which
keeps us safe and prevents injuries.
So what is our role as Physical Educators on this journey of physical literacy?
To give all students a wide variety of
physical activity experiences, teaching
them the foundational skills of movement to enhance their confidence and
motivate them to be active. Society has
created the need to “specialize” in sport
at a young age causing over-use injuries
and burn-out. Dr. Kreillars stated, “years
ago we innately improved our movement
skills through hours of free play, however
due to a highly structured environment
kids can’t innately grow these skills”. He
believes we need to make parents and students aware of the importance of “free
play” allowing kids to be creative to develop their body, mind and soul.
In fact, giving students the knowledge and skill and in a variety of sports
and activities, challenging various muscle
groups, will in fact enhance an elite athlete’s ability when they choose to specialize in a preferred sport. More importantly, the wide range of experiences gives
the person a “toolbox of skills”, providing them with the skills and knowledge
to be active for life in whatever way they
choose, using the “transfer of learning”
to explore a variety of opportunities over

one’s lifespan – giving them the confidence and motivation to take risks and
challenge themselves rather than opt out
of new opportunities.
Physical Literacy is meant for everyone, from non- athletic to the elite, from
young to old. The goal is for everyone to
have an “individual life journey of being physically active for life”. There is no
right or wrong path on this journey and
never too late to start – it is unique for
each of us.
Dr. Kreillars sums it up by saying “the
predicate for reading and writing is to
know your ABC’s. The predicate for being active is giving kids the physical literacy skills to be active for life. If you don’t
have MOVEMENT VOCABULARY,
you close the door to participation”. We,
as educators, need to teach students about
their “Physical Literacy Trajectory”.
When they wrap up one area of their life
(i.e. they don’t want to play hockey, dance
or do gymnastics anymore) what are they
going to do instead? Dr. Kreillars believes
“it takes a community to raise a physically
literate child! We all have a role to play to
teach students to a have a physical literacy
plan for life. Physical Literacy is meant to
be a holistic approach to a healthy lifestyle
– encompassing the body, mind and soul
throughout a lifespan.
If you would like to learn more about
the Physical Literacy Movement, I encourage you to sign up for the Manitoba
“Moving It Forward” Conference this
coming October. Visit the MPETA website for more details.

“Teachers who are learners are more likely to make learners out of those they teach.”
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International Physical Literacy Conference
By Serena Klos

I would like to thank MPETA for giving me $300.00 towards my professional
development for the International Physical Literacy Conference in Vancouver,
BC. In attendance were approximately 60
expert presenters from 10 different countries and 400 delegates from all over the
world. The main message of the conference was on Physical Literacy. People who
are physically literate have the competence, confidence and motivation to enjoy
a variety of sports and physical activities.
When people are physically literate they
tend to stay active throughout their life.
The opening keynote with Dr. John
Izzo proved that even one person can
make a difference. In his book “Stepping
Up, How Taking Responsibility Changes
Everything” he talks about how each and
every one of us can make a difference in
the world. In society, people at times tend
to blame of others, pass the buck and
finger point but this type of behaviour
does not help to make the world a better
place. It goes on to talk about The Five
Rows of Responsibility, It’s Not My Job,
It’s Not My Fault, I Am Only One Person, 100% Responsibility/No Excuses,
and Do Something….Do Anything to list
a few chapter titles. I highly recommend
this book to everyone. One person can
make a difference.
One presentation was on natural playgrounds were the presenter mentioned a
book by Richard Louv called “Last Child
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in the Woods, Saving our children from
nature-deficit disorder”. What I have
gathered so far, this book is about getting
children back to nature. Today we tend to
over protect our children; there are not
the opportunities for children to go exploring out in nature. Due to this children
are missing out on learning opportunities.
The presenter even stated there are kindergarten programs in place where children attend school in a classroom one day
and the next go out into nature to learn.
Another book that was spoken about
during the conference was “Physical
Literacy Throughout the lifecourse”,
by Margaret Whitehead. In it she states
“physical literacy encompasses far more
than physical education in schools or
structured sporting activities, offering
instead a broader conception of physical
activity unrelated to ability. Physically illiterate individuals will avoid any involvement in physical activity in all situations
wherever alternatives are possible. They
will have no confidence in their ability
in the field of physical activity, anticipation no rewarding feedback from such
involvement”. We as physical educators
need to make sure all individual have a
basic foundation of fundamental movement skills and fundamental sports skills
to ensure they can engage in their environments. I highly recommend this book.
I was most impressed with the presentation given by Run Jump Throw Wheel.

If you don`t already use this manual in
your physical education program you may
want to start. The presenters set up a 6 station track and field training center which
we all can do in our gyms. The events they
focused on were javelin, shot put, triple
jump, high jump, long jump, and hurdles.
With very little equipment and the use of
the Run Jump Throw Wheel manual the
instructors taught us how to teach track
and field events to all students regardless
of their ability in a progressive manner
starting with the fundamentals for each
event. The event that the impressed me
the most was the triple jump. The triple
jump can be a difficult event to teach and
learn however they made it seem easy.
There were 4 colored circles on the floor
a couple of feet away from each other in a
straight line with the follow color pattern;
same color, same color, different color,
different color (for example: yellow, yellow, green, red). They asked us to stand
on the first yellow with one foot then hop
to the next yellow with the same foot then
leap to the green with the other foot then
land on the red with both feet. The verbal
cues were same, same, different, together.
Even though the instructor did not tell us
at the beginning this was the triple jump
we all figured it out by the end. It was a lot
of fun. I believe Run Jump Throw Wheel
sells their kits for around $400 however
you may already have many of the items
used in your gym currently.
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Designing #PhysEd Rubrics in Four Easy Steps
By Gietschier-Hartman

What’s keeping me going these days?
Rubrics. I’m obsessed with them. I can’t
stop thinking about them. I can’t stop designing them. They’re pushing my teaching practice, they’re helping me authentically assess my students’ learning, and they
help me focus on exactly what I want my
students to learn each day. Recently, my
friends on Twitter have asked me where I
get my rubrics. For the most part, I design
them myself using four easy steps.
My teaching environment doesn’t allow
me to look too far ahead when it comes to
planning. I share my teaching spaces with
three other physical educators, and we
rotate through the spaces on a seven or
ten day cycle. Sometimes my plans work
flawlessly and sometimes they change unexpectedly. Take today for example: While
my school’s field was being re-seeded I
planned to have my 6th grade students play
a Spikeball ladder tournament on the grass
next to the school. Right when I finished
explaining what we were doing I heard,
“Sputter. Sputter. SPRAY.” The sprinkler
system turned on! Change of plans. Move
the Spikeball games to the sidewalk. The
balls kept rolling into the street. Change
of plans. Move the Spikeball games back

to part of the grass that isn’t soaked. The
sprinklers turned on again. Change of
plans. But what? With nowhere else to go,
I moved my students to the wet grass and
completely modified the rules. They were
safe, had a great time playing, and at the
end of class we had an amazing discussion
about how we can control where the ball
goes by changing the force and angles of
our hands and striking implements. Step
One for creating a rubric in #PhysEd is:
Plan and design your units one at a time,
week-by-week.
Step Two: Choose one or two things
you want your students to know, understand, and be able to do by the end of
the unit. How do you determine what
you’re going to teach? I’ve been creating
my own success criteria this year, pulling outcomes from the SHAPE America
Grade-Level Outcomes for K-12 Physical
Education, the New Colorado P-12 Academic Standards for Physical Education,
and The AusVELS Curriculum from Victoria, Australia. I’m a firm believer that
you need to choose the physical education
outcomes that will work for you and your
students. There are parts of the SHAPE
America GLOs that I really like, the Colo-

rado standards include inquiry questions
that I use all the time, and the AusVELS
give me a glimpse into how I can design
my lessons to include student-centered
learning intentions.
Note: I always choose my outcomes before I
plan my units and design my lessons. I just don’t
plan too far in advance due to unexpected changes
in my schedule.
Step Three: Determine how many
levels your rubrics will have and what they
will be called. I use four levels on all my
rubrics. They are: Exceptional, Proficient,
Making Progress, and Not Yet. To make
my rubrics kid-friendly, which I also believe is parent-friendly, I change the language to Wow!, Got It!, Getting There!,
and either I do not know this yet, I do
not understand this yet, or I cannot do
this yet.
Step Four: Write your performance
descriptors. In my opinion, this step is
the most challenging and time-consuming. The outcome I’m assessing is always
the Proficient (Got It!) descriptor. I write
each performance descriptor in kidfriendly language, too.
Here is a glimpse into the unit my 6th
grade students are completing this week:
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Step One... PLAN THE UNIT
Day 1:
• What are we learning today? How to
strike an object with an implement
• Why are we learning it? Striking with an
implement is a fundamental skill used
in a variety of games like pickleball,
tennis, badminton, and table tennis
• How will I know I learned it? When I
can consistently strike a pickleball over
the net with a paddle
• Define strike, object, implement, and
fundamental skill
• Pickleball games

Day 2:

• Pickleball doubles matches
• Summative assessment (teacher observation)

Day 6:
• Pickleball doubles matches
• Summative assessment (teacher observation)

Day 7:
• Review Spikeball rules and expectations
• Spikeball on side field

Day 8:
• Spikeball ladder tournament on side
field
• Class discussion “How do we control
where we want the ball to go?”

• Introduce pickleball rules
• Pickleball doubles matches

Day 3:
• Define consistently, strike,
implement
• Pickleball doubles matches

Day 5:

and

Day 9:
• Spikeball ladder tournament on field
• Summative assessment

Day 4:
• Pickleball doubles matches
• Exit Ticket: Why is it important to
learn fundamental skills before advanced skills?

Step Two... CHOOSE THE OUTCOME(S)
1. Strike an object consistently, using an implement
2. Illustrate how the intended direction of an object (ball) is affected by the angle of the
implement (pickleball paddle) or body part (hand) at the time of contact

Step Three and Four... CREATE THE RUBRICS
Striking an Object
with an Implement Rubric
• Wow! I can consistently and accurately
strike an object with an implement.
• Got It! I can consistently strike an object with an implement.
• Getting There! Sometimes I can strike
an object with an implement.
• Not Yet! I cannot strike an object with
an implement, yet.
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I can draw and label how striking
a pickleball (with a paddle) and a
Spikeball (with my hand) at different
angles affects how the ball travels.
• Wow! I can demonstrate my knowledge by drawing and labeling 4 or more
examples.
• Got It! I can demonstrate my knowledge
by drawing and labeling 3 examples.
• Getting There! I can demonstrate my
knowledge by drawing and labeling 1
or 2 examples.
• Not Yet! I cannot demonstrate my
knowledge, yet.

I would like to challenge you to
use the four steps to create an outcomes-based unit and a kid-friendly
rubric. Please feel free to share your
rubrics and unit plans with me on
Twitter @GHSaysRockChalk.
Sarah Gietschier-Hartman teaches
physical education at Wydown Middle School in Clayton, Missouri, a
suburb of St. Louis. She advocates
for planned, progressive learning
in #PhysEd, and her interests lie in
standards-based instruction, formative assessment, physical literacy, and
outcomes-based learning. Sarah is
a collaborator for PHYSEDagogy,
a blog dedicated to discussing best
practices in the modern physical education classroom. She and the other
members of the PHYSEDagogy
team organize the #PhysEdSummit,
a free online conference for health
and physical educators
You can follow Sarah on Twitter
@GHSaysRockChalk.
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Tchoukball for All
By Scott Smoke, Prairie Rose Elementary
Ever since learning about Tchoukball at
SAGE in years past I knew it was something the students at Prairie Rose Elementary had to experience. Tchoukball is a
target based game in which students focus
not only on their throwing and catching
but they develop a better understanding
of spatial awareness and offensive/defensive strategies. Tchoukball was purchased
to add new excitement to our heavily participated intramural program; over 90%
of our student population from grades 3-6
participate in daily intramurals. Tchoukball
will be taught in class before it becomes an
intramural sport and it will provide an easy
transition into our handball unit.

Rules
Tchoukball is played with two target
frames (a device similar to a trampoline
off which the ball bounces), one on each
side of the court. In order to score a point,
the ball must be thrown by an attacking
player, hit the frame and bounce outside
the “D” (crease) without being caught
by the defending team. Physical contact
is prohibited, and defenders may not attempt to intercept the attacking team’s
passes. Players may take three steps with
the ball, hold the ball for a maximum of
three seconds, and teams may not pass the

ball more than three times before shooting at the frame.
Our Tchoukball starter set was purchased from Marchant’s School Sport and
it included 2 frames, 1 instruction manual,
two size #0 balls, and two size #1 balls.
The grant contributed to the purchase
and the remaining cost was covered by the
schools physical education fund. The students and staff would like to extend a big
thank you to the MPETA organization for
providing the funds to make this opportunity possible!

Basketball Coach School Clinics
coachschool.basketballmanitoba.ca
Basketball Manitoba is pleased to offer to Manitoba School Divisions the opportunity to host one of the 'Basketball Coach
School' Clinics this November or December. The clinics will
be offered at NO COST to the host School Division and
are targeted to in-school middle / junior high and high
school coaches and can be set up in conjunction with
an existing coordinated or in-service day.
The clinics can range in length between 3-6
hours and will be conducted by Basketball Manitoba Technical Director Dan Becker along with a
variety of special guests including Randy Kusano,
Ross Wedlake, Grant Richter among others. The
clinics will include age and grade appropriate topics including fundamental drills and skills (shooting,
passing, dribbling), practice management and basic
team offensive and defensive concepts.
A mximum of eight (8) of these clinics will be offered and a maximum of no more than one (1) clinic
per school division per school year. Clinics will be filled
on a first come first served basis.
For more information including to view videos
of past clinics and to request a clinic, go to...
coachschool.basketballmanitoba.ca
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2015 CIAAA Conference
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
By Brendan Neufeld, Garden Valley
I had the opportunity to attend the
2015 CIAAA (Canadian Interscholastic
Athletic Administrations Association)
conference in Saskatoon.

Some information
about the CIAAA
The mission of the CIAAA is to develop, enhance and preserve the educational
values of interscholastic athletics. The
association positively impacts studentathletes by supporting and training the
front-line Athletic Directors who play a
vital role in the athletic experience. The
CIAAA improves the entire school sport
system by providing a professional development program of growth and renewal
for school-based Athletic Administrators
across Canada. The CIAAA promotes
and develops administrative leaders, who
in turn, cultivate student-athletes into the
leaders of tomorrow.
This was an incredible conference,
it provided networking opportunities
along with collaboration, problem solving
among peers. This weekend ranks as one
of the top professional development experiences I have ever been a part of.
One of the courses I took was titles Student Centered Athletics: Coaching beyond
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the X’s and O’s. The main focus was on
character development, while this is a great
philosophy it is sometimes forgotten or
passed over by coaches. Character development is a huge task and one that we as high
school coaches need to embrace, it is easy
for me to say I want to develop character
and want to teach life lessons to my athletes, but do I? I was challenged throughout this course, questions arose: What does
developing character exactly mean? Am I
intentional in developing character? If so,
what have I done to develop character?
Some suggestions the instructors had
for Athletic Directors:
• Have coaches together to set a mission
statement and vision for your athletic
program
• Are you ultra-competitive, character
based, participation based, a combination of
• Explain the difference between high
school sport and club sport, emphasizing the importance in character education in school sports
• Provide resources for your coaches:
Bruce Brown, John Wooden both have
multiple resources
• Create a captain’s council, meet throughout the year and tackle leadership topics

• Athletic Director and coaches need to
model what you are teaching
• Often it takes some time for young
coaches to understand that there is way
more than winning
• Coach to coach mentorship program
• We have a tremendous opportunity to
teach our students so many great values that will benefit them in all walks
of life
Like I mentioned earlier, it was really
neat experience to sit at tables with fellow
athletic directors and share ideas, learn
from each other and grow. We as athletic
directors are in most cases the only person in that role in the school, isolation is
a common feeling. I think it is important
that we support each other. We may be
lucky enough to host a conference like
this in Manitoba sometime soon. I encourage all athletic directors to take the
half day introductory course the CIAAA
is putting on in Winnipeg on April 24.
I have a lot of resources from the
conference that I attended, if interested
feel free to give me a shout. brendan.
neufeld@gvsd.ca
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Advanced Wilderness First Aid
A True Must in Your Tool Kit
By Stephanie Sochan
I recently had the opportunity to attend an Advanced Wilderness First
Aid course, which was offered through
Momenta
(www.experiencemomenta.
com) and certified by Sirius Wilderness
Medicine. For anyone taking students or
groups out into the backcountry where
medical care is more than just a few minutes away, this course is a must-have in
your tool kit. It provided me with a solid
knowledge base and experience in practical application scenarios that could occur
within various trips in the backcountry. It
was better than your traditional standard
or emergency first aid course in that it was
a 40 hour course and involved a great deal
of practicing your skills…not just simply
being lectured about what you should do.
My school, the Dauphin Regional
Comprehensive Secondary School, is offering a grade 12 Outdoor Education
course in the upcoming school year and
as part of my preparing for this course,
I felt it necessary to ensure the safety of
my students would be met in this area.
Some of the take-aways from my training
include thinking about ways I can share
this knowledge with my students. If you
are looking at sharing first aid knowledge
with your students, something you could
try would be doing some practical scenarios, just as we did in the course. For example, you could share information with
your students about soft tissue wounds,
have them practice cleaning those wounds
on a drumstick (chicken leg…see picture)
and then move to a scenario with your
students act out their injuries.

To help give you a clearer picture of
how the scenarios would work, I’ll describe something we did while in training. In groups of 2-3, have on person act
as the patient, one person as the rescuer
and one as the assistant/observer (larger
group sizes could have additional silent
observers). Patients stay with the teacher
and are given a scenario to act out (ie…
they were hiking and tripped and fell on
to a rock, causing a deep tissue wound to
the forearm). Once patients are prepped,
they spread out around an area in a park
or in the gym (wherever you have space)
and the rescuer comes to address the issue. Part of the training we learned was
talking about the a) Scene Survey, b) Primary Survey and c) Secondary Survey.
These steps would be taken to addressing the scene and treating the patient. A
debrief as a full class would happen at the
end and talk about the strengths/challenges with how the rescuer handled the
situation. Switch roles and do additional
scenario training. I personally found this
very beneficial to my learning, even when
I was the patient as it made you think
critically about all aspects of what can be
missed when thinking about patient care.
In closing, I would like to thank MPETA for providing some additional financial
support for me to take this course. I know
it will serve me well when I take my students into the backcountry; hopefully, I
will never have to use my training, but I am
confident that if I do, I am now prepared.
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Voxer
Voxer is a free mobile app (orange
walkie talkie icon) that can be downloaded to your device. It allows users to
connect, share, and collaborate with users
around the world, via voice or text messages and pictures. Download the app,
create an account, and join a voxer chat
group. The Voxer list is courtesy of Mike
Graham (@pe4everykid). More information can be found at www.voxerpe.com

TIPS:
1. The PRO version is not necessary unless you want more voxer features.
2. Turn OFF “location” in the settings area.

Voxer PE Chat Groups
To join one of the groups listed below,
simply click on the chat group link while
on your phone, and it will send you to the
Voxer app and add you to the group. If
there is not a chat group link below, you’ll
need to contact the admin for that group.
• General PE Chat: main, large group
PE chat (265+ teachers)
• Active Globe: teachers utilizing Jarrod
Robinson’s Active Globe program
Admin: Adam Llevo,Voxer ID: allevo737

• Action Based Learning: discussion on
infusing movement to improve learning
Admin: Jorge Rodriguez, Voxer ID:
jrod1371

• Adapted
students

PE: teaching PE for
with
special
needs

grading, report cards Admin: Mike
Graham | Voxer ID: mikegraham

• PE Technology Chat: Q&A on
technology in PE Admin: Matthew

ID: spencernick44

• #Physed Demo Slam Group: Share
anything P.E. related in 2 minutes
or less! Admin: Jo Bailey, Voxer ID:

• Elem Health in PhysEd- health
concepts being applied into physical
activity Admin: Nick Spencer, Voxer
• #ESPEchat Group: Elem. School PE
chat; follow on Twitter Tuesday nights;
discuss more here Admin: Rich Wiles,
Voxer ID: rwiles467

• Explain Everything: for teachers
interested/using this app in PE Admin:
Nick Endlich, Voxer ID: endli613

• External Skill Cues: discussion on
a research-based student feedback
system Admin: Kevin Tiller, Voxer ID:

Baert, Voxer ID: helena_baert

• Elementary
PE
Assessment:
assessment, data-driven instruction,
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Voxer ID: ktille277

• PE in PYP: discussion about the IB
Primary Years Program. Admin: Osama
Abujafar, Voxer ID: physed

• Shape Seattle: Discussing Shape
America Conference 2015 Admin:

Nelson, Voxer ID: snelso9384

• SLO: chat group dedicated to
discussing student learning objectives.

• Fitness Testing Chat: all things fitness
testing related Admin: Samantha
• Fitstep Pro Data Chat: for those who
use Gopher FitStep Pro Pedometers
(or want to!) Admin: Kevin Tiller, Voxer

Admin: Jo Bailey, Voxer ID: lovephyed

Lynn Burrows, Voxer ID: lburro461

Admin: Shannon Higgins, Voxer ID:
shiggi1698

ID: ktille277

• #Slowchatpe: Discuss a question of
the day w/ a common theme for the
week Admin: Justin Schleider | Voxer

ID: lovephyed

• SOLO Taxonomy: Teaching model
describing student’s understanding
of subject levels Admin: Adam Llevo,

• Google Classroom Chat: for those in
a GAFE school using G-classroom in
P.E./Health Admin: Jo Bailey, Voxer
• Google Site Voxer: for those who are
creating a Google Site Admin: Matthew
Bassett, Voxer ID: bassett1976

• Health Chat: for all MS & HS health
teachers Admin: Jenny Wamsley, Voxer
ID: jwamsl224

• IL PE Chat: for Illinois PE & Health
teachers Admin: Mike Graham, Voxer
ID: mikegraham

• #Mysteryskype: student from all over
the world meet and discover! Admin:

• Elementary PE Chat: discussing
elementary physed Admin: Helena

• Plicker Peeps: learn about the Plickers
assessment system Admin: Kevin Tiller,

Carney, Voxer ID: dcarne681

• Field Day Chat: run a Field Day at your
school? Get ideas here! Admin: Dave

ID: lburro461

Admin: Matthew Bassett, Voxer ID:
bassett1976

Abujafar, Voxer ID: physed

• Secondary Physical Ed Chat: Discussing
middle school and high school PE

• Integrated
Physical
Education:
incorporating cross-curricular content
into PE lessons Admin: Lynn Burrows,

• CA PE Chat: for California PE teachers

lovephyed

• #PhysedME 2.0: for Middle East
, Africa and India Admin: Osama

ktille277

Admin: Mike Graham, Voxer ID:
mikegraham

• Augmented Reality: Aurasma and
DAQRI Admin: Lynn Burrows, Voxer

Bassett, Voxer ID: bassett1976

Voxer ID: lburro461

Osama Abujafar, Voxer ID: physed

• PE Geek Members: must be a PE
Geek online member Admin: Jarrod
Robinson, Voxer ID: jrobin3107

• PE Large Group Classes: teachers who
have large PE class sizes Admin: Ben

ID: schleiderjustin

Voxer ID: allevo737

• Sport

Ed Model Admin: Jorge
Rodriguez, Voxer ID: physednow

• Standards Based Instruction: Standardsbased teaching, understanding backwards
design, unpacking standards. Admin:
Mike Graham, Voxer ID: mikegraham

• STATE Organization Chat: for
members of their State AHPERD or
SHAPE committees Admin: Justin
Schleider, Voxer ID: schleiderjustin

• Texas Phys Ed: for Texas PE/Health
teachers Admin: Ben Pirillo, Voxer ID:
bpiril593uu

• TGFU:
Teaching
Understanding Chat

Games

For

Admin:
Burrows, Voxer ID: lburro461

Lynn

Pirillo, Voxer ID: bpiril593
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2015 BOOST Conference
Palm Springs, CA

By Deondra Twerdun-Peters, Physical Education Specialist Fort Richmond Collegiate
I had the opportunity to attend the
2015 BOOST (Best Out Of School
Time) Conference in Palm Springs California from April 28-May 1st. The physical education department from Fort Richmond Collegiate was well represented in
addition to educators from our psychology and resource department. There were
a wide range of sessions that were offered
over the course of the conference that
covered engagement of reluctant learners, whole brain learning, and lots of discussion around 21st century learning.
One of the sessions that had the most
attendees and generated the most discussion was “Don’t Put Those Phones
Away” presented by Lucy Eaglson and
her team from Outside the Lens. This session began with discussion surrounding
school policies regarding cell phones in
classrooms and individual school policies.
Through out the presentation Lucy
touched on a number of different apps
that could be used to engage students
in their learning. Her main focus was to
strive to get students to create as opposed
to consume as individuals that know how
to create are in such high demand in our
society. Although this session did not
have a direct correlation to our physical
education curriculum, it was interesting
to see a different perspective on creativity
and how it could be interwove into things
that we are already doing with our students on a daily basis. I’ve listed a number
of apps that were highlighted through
out the session that allow students to
continue to build on their creative skills.
For more information on the session
that Lucy presented you can go to www.
outsidethelens.org or you can also go to
www.commonsensemedia.org for more
information about developing digital citizenship resources within your school.

• Architecture: Students can explore everyday architecture and structural masterpieces by looking at lines, shapes,
patterns, color, and textures all from
different vantage points.
• Mextures: Great for adding vintage layers, textures, grit, and flares to any image, $1.99
• Black and White: Student can explore
core concepts of tonal contrast, light
sources, and shadows through a variety
of apps.
• Faded: Allows the user to add dust,
scratches, emulsions, gradients, light
leaks and more to create authentic retro images, $0.99
• VSCO: Easy to use app allows students to explore hue, tone, saturation,
and contrast. Also has a great onboard camera function that allows you
to lock focus, exposure, and manually
select shutter speed for the budding
photographer, free
• Donut Selfie: Great project for individuals or groups. Allows students to
explore the environment around them
as well as understand basic film techniques such as visual design and transitions.
• iMovie: Comes with the most recent
version of iPhone and iPad Operating
System (iOS 8). Simple, streamlined
non- linear editing system, where student can work with both picture and
sound editing, free
• Splice: Simple video editing app that
allows users to explore picture and
sound editing in a user-friendly interface, free
• Double Exposures: Create collaborations between students, where young
photographers can explore nature, horizons, and beyond.
• InstaBlender, $0.99 Blend Pic, Free

• Emojis: Allows students to explore
emotion and identity through photography.
• Halloween Videos: Fun, thematic videos for students to think creatively using design thinking.
• Ghost Lens: Students can create
spooky and goolish Halloween videos
using this app, which allows you to
overlay two video tracks, free
• Hyperlapse: Students can create amazing time lapse videos with Instagram’s
in-house stabilization to shot polished footage. Great for cross-curricular projects that include building and
model creation, free
• Hyperlapse, free
• Landscapes: By exploring the natural
environment around them, students
can look at frame composition and the
rule of thirds.
• Horizon Camera: Assists user to create a perfectly straight horizon for any
photo and video, free
• Avaiary: Comprehensive photo editing
app where students can auto enhance
photos, create unique effects, add color
balance, adjust color tempature, hue,
saturation, add text, and much more,
fee
• Snapseed: The HDR function on this
app is useful for students shooting outdoor scenes and landscapes, free
• Light Writing: Students can learn about
advanced photographic techniques
such as Apeture and Shutter Speed,
while applying their own unique twist
to write with Light! Challenges participants to work as a team to create a
well- composed and legible image.
• Long Expo Pro, free
• Motion Blur: By delving into action
and the motion around them, students
can look deeper at modes of transpor-
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tation, sports, animal life, and nearly
anyone or anything that moves.
• Slow Shutter gives young photographers the chance to look at different
shutter speeds in relation to the various subjects in motion that they wish
to capture, $0.99
• Trick Photography: Students can explore scale, perspective, and depth
while they work as a team to create a
trick image. Any app is a good fit for
this activity.
• Afterlight,: Great for fine-tuning and
making simple adjustments on nearly
any image, $0.99
• Stop Motion: Students can tell stories
of all shapes and sizes, from bullying,
to cell function, to undersea life. The
options are plentiful when students
create their own stop motion world.
Stop Motion Studio, free
• Vines: Students can create 6 second
videos that combine trick photography, basic storytelling, and photojournalism. They can use the Vine
on-board editor. Vine, free
If you are in a classroom without devices and/or tablets, there are also some
great online photo editing apps that can
be used to achieve similar results.
• Pic Monkey, online, free
• Pixlr Editor & Pixlr Express:
Online, free
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Intramural Equipment Grant
By Christian Leclerc, École St.Norbert Immersion
The students at ESNI are very
thankful for this year’s new purchases. With the grant money we were
able to purchase a set of SuperSafe
Foam polo sticks ($165.25) and a
DiscGolf Catcher ($167.50). The
equipment was purchased through
SportFactor. Our school P.E. budget
covered the remaining costs.
Our program added a new striking activity that could be played at
all grade levels. The polo sticks offer plenty of different options of

activities ranging from kayaking on
a scooter, to paddling a “canoe” and
of course the traditional game of
polo. ESNI students are also very
pleased with their new DiscGolf
catcher. Not only is it a great tool
for accuracy and distance control. It
has also forced students to use their
math skills in their P.E. classes. Students enjoy playing Disc Golf during the recess time and are always
challenging themselves with harder
and more difficult terrain.
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Bones and Geocaching
By Pam May, Pine Creek School Division
Each year I plan to teach identification of bones for grade 6 during October. I also book the GPS loaner kit from
MPETA at the same time. We use the app
Essential Skeleton 4 to identify the bones.
We then spend short bits of class playing
games such as Skeleton Say (Simon Says
but using bones and actions) and doing
relays that involve building and identifying the bones etc. in preparation for our
Geocaching hunt.

I collect containers and camouflage
them for the hunt. I place one laminated
picture of each bone they need to be able
to identify in each container, usually about
9 or 10. I teach in a small community so
I am able to place the caches all around
town for this activity.
We review how to use the GPS and the
students are given a word search. They
then set off in groups and when they find
a cache they need to identify the bone and
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find it in the word search. I bring my bike
to work that day so I can zip around town
checking on groups and have an extra
adult on hand to do the same. Once they
have found all of the caches, they meet
me back at the school. If they have found
all the correct bones in the word search
the leftover letters will spell out the coordinates to the final cache. Each year I try
to find or build one tricky cache to finish
off the hunt. I’ve used things such as fake
grass, a bird’s nest with a fake egg and
paper inside etc. Students love trying to
figure out what that final cache could be.
If you haven’t had the geocache kit
from MPETA yet, make sure you give it a
try. The kids love it and it’s a perfect way
to get outside on a fall day.
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* No digging required
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• K.2.6.C.1a Identify the names of the
main bones (e.g., humerus, ulna, radius,
femur, tibia, fibula, scapula, clavicle,
ribs, pelvis, skull...) and function (i.e.,
shape, support, protection) of the human skeletal system in the context of
exercise and physical activity.
• S.2.6.A.la Participate in exercises/activities (e.g., juggling for developing
coordination, moving through obstacle course for agility...) designed to
improve and maintain personal fitness
associated with health-related and skillrelated fitness components.
• K.3.5.A.5a K.3.6.A.5a Show an understanding of potential safety risks related to environments for selected alternative pursuits (e.g., jogging, cycling,
tobogganing/sliding, snowboarding,
skiing, in-line skating...).
• K.4.6.B.2b Identify the behaviours
(e.g., showing respect, fulfilling a commitment, abstaining from put-downs,
helping others who are experiencing
difficulty, following directions, being
encouraging...) that are important for
working cooperatively and collaboratively with others.
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K.2.6.C.1a
K.2.6.C.1b
NAME
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Skeleton Diagram (Parts of Skeleton)
CLASS
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HEALTHY SCHOOL

COMMUNITIES
N AT I O N A L F O R U M

Connecting Healthy Schools
To Student Achievement
The Path Forward For Healthy School Communities
The Healthy School Communities National Forum is a must
attend event for professionals working in or with schools
and school jurisdictions to make student wellness, student
achievement, and healthy schools a priority goal.
Through our prominent keynotes, enlightening plenaries,
and informative breakout sessions delegates will discover
strategies for fostering healthy schools, hear and share
stories of success, better understand the evidence in
support of healthy school community approaches, and be
inspired to affect positive change in the lives of students,
school staff, parents and other community members.

November 16-17, 2015
Hilton Lac Leamy
Ottawa-Gatineau

Register today!
www.phecanada.ca/Forum

We invite you to connect with healthy school community
champions from across Canada and help to shape and drive
forward the HSC agenda over the coming decade.

Stimulate, Motivate, Empower
conference@phecanada.ca

#HSCForum2015

P R E S E N T E D B Y:

